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INTRODUCTION
Quantum technology is set to revolutionize many aspects
of our world, from sensing to communications and
computing. The very nature of quantum physics creates
opportunities to completely disrupt existing technologies,
and break the paradigms of classical computation.
Quantum communications potentially provides both
the first opportunity for significant deployments, and
an answer to the most immediate threat from the
development of quantum computing. Already there are
land-based quantum communications demonstrations
in several countries, and China has demonstrated
satellite-based Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) between
continents. Singapore-based SpeQtral plans a commercial
Quantum Key Distribution satellite in early 2022 and there
are several proposals in Europe to develop satellite-based
QKD. Conversely, quantum computing is developing
rapidly and poses one of the biggest threats to secure
communications – Shor’s algorithm threatens to break our
communication security protocols based on Public Key
Infrastructure (PKI). We still have several years before a
quantum computer is sufficiently large to create a viable
threat; yet with the pace of investment and change this
could happen sooner than we think.

THE QUANTUM LANDSCAPE
There is a dramatic shift underway in the fundamental
tools that we use to process information. This technology
revolution is just rising into the broader public’s
awareness, but it has been quietly gathering momentum
for the last couple of decades in the academic world.
Fundamentally, it boils down to the realization that
information is physical, and quantum mechanical systems
allow for manipulations not available or describable in a
classical paradigm. This change in perspective reframes
weird quantum effects like entanglement, teleportation
and the uncertainty principle, not as paradoxes, but rather
as resources to be exploited. The new understanding of
quantum resources and their applications is what leads us
to the Second Quantum Revolution1 and the growth of the
Quantum Technology industry.

There is a strong imperative to implement quantum
communications very soon to protect our government,
banking and commercial networks. Switching from our
current PKI communications to one based on quantum
resistant technologies is no small task. While we will have
commercial technology in a few years, there are many
commercial, solution and business issues to resolve.
Getting ready for this change means understanding the
implications of the technology, and thinking through
the ways that it will be implemented in practice – given
the scale and significance of this impact, we would
encourage organizations to start planning for Quantum
Communications now.

Accenture & SpeQtral
Getting Ready for QKD
Accenture have partnered with
SpeQtral to help you understand
and get ready for Quantum Key
Distribution. SpeQtral bring deep
expertise in Quantum Key Distribution
technologies and their implementation.
Accenture complements this with
an understanding of the business
environment for Government,
Communication and Banking clients

Quantum technology: the second quantum revolution, J. P. Dowling and G. J
Milburn, Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London 361, 1809
(2003) https://doi.org/10.1098/rsta.2003.1227

1

interested in developing a plan for
Quantum Communication.
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There are three main branches in the quantum technology
tree: Quantum Communications, Quantum Computing
and Quantum Metrology. These three main branches deal
with the acquisition, manipulation and transmission of
information respectively.
Quantum Computing is possibly the better recognized
technology, owing to the involvement of technology giants
such as Google, IBM or Microsoft. However, it is a less wellknown technology, quantum communication, in particular
its applications to cryptography, that is further along in
the technology readiness scale. There are companies
today commercializing ready-to-deploy systems that use
quantum communication techniques to secure information
transmission over local optical networks.

Quantum
Technologies

Communications

SECURE
COMMUNICATIONS IN A
QUANTUM WORLD

Computing

Communication networks are undergoing some
fundamental changes in how they handle information,
particularly with regards to privacy, authentication and
verification. While there is increased awareness of the
need for robust encryption, advances in algorithms
and the rapid development of quantum computing
technologies threaten the public key cryptosystems that
are prevalent in current networks. Ironically, it is another
quantum technology that can provide the answer to
increased security of existing networks: Quantum Key
Distribution (QKD).

Metrology

FIGURE 1:
Three main branches of the
Quantum Technology Tree
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Secure Communication Networks

How do we define secure communications? If two parties (Alice and Bob, to use standard cryptography parlance) want to
exchange a sensitive message, it is commonly accepted that this message can be intercepted in transit by an unwanted
external party (Eve). Therefore, Alice and Bob need to encrypt their message. In modern cryptography we separate
this process into an algorithm, how the message is encrypted, and the key, the secret that is fed to the algorithm. The
security of this process relies on the robustness of the algorithm, which is public for all to evaluate, and on the secrecy of
the key. Thus, a central problem of secure communications is one of distributing keys among trusted partners.
ALICE

BOB

$%#*&

Message

Encryption

$%#*&

Cryptogram

Cryptogram

Decryption

Message

FIGURE 2:
Illustration of cryptography and key distribution setup

EVE

A very commonly used class of cryptographic algorithms are the so-called Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). Without going
into details, there are two main problems with these common systems:

Main Problems of Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)
1.
They rely on an unproven assumption about
the computational complexity of the task that
cracks the algorithm. In other words, they assume
that a computational task (e.g. factoring large
numbers), is a task that is exponentially hard for
classical computers. This is as yet unproven, thus
the security relies on no-one finding a clever
procedure to use existing classical hardware for
fast factoring.

2.
There exists a proof that, if a malicious party
has access to a quantum computer, the task
of factoring can be performed efficiently
(Shor’s theorem2)

Thus, PKI faces a two-pronged threat, one from classical cryptographers and computer scientists, and another from
the rapidly developing hardware for practical quantum computation. A recent survey3 shows that, out of the 22 experts
interviewed, 5 believe that in as short as 10 years, the likelihood of a digital quantum computer breaking RSA-2048 in
24 hours is 50% or more, and if we allow 30 years for the technology to develop, all of them believe it will happen with
>=50% likelihood. It is not a question of if, but how soon the quantum threat will happen. For companies or government
agencies with very low tolerance on security breaches, they should get ready to address the issues PKI faces in the next
10 years.
2
Algorithms for quantum computation: discrete logarithms and factoring. Shor, P.W. Proceedings 35th Annual Symposium on Foundations
of Computer Science. IEEE Comput. Soc. Press. (1994)
3
Quantum Threat Timeline Report, Michele Mosca and Marco Piani, Global Risk Institute in Financial Services (GRI) (Oct 2019)
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EXPERT OPINIONS
ON THE LIKELIHOOD
OF A SIGNIFICANT
QUANTUM THREAT
TO PUBLIC-KEY
CYBERSECURITY AS
FUNCTION OF TIME

LIKELIHOOD (RISK)
<1%

<5%

TIME

>70%

>95%

8

3

15 YEARS

5

8

2

>99%

8

4

10 YEARS

30 YEARS

~50%

12

5 YEARS

20 YEARS

<30%

7

10

5

8

2

3

2

2

5

4

3

6

2

1

Numbers reflect how many experts (out of 22) assigned a certain probability range.
FIGURE 3:
Expert opinions on the likelihood of a significant quantum threat
(Ref: https://globalriskinstitute.org/publications/quantum-threat-timeline/)

strategy to regularly renew the secret and thus “reset”
the security. Currently, most systems use PKI to distribute
keys, which then are fed to an AES system. This brings
back the problem of how to distribute and renew keys in a
secure manner.

On the other hand, we have known since early last century
that there exists a perfectly secure algorithm to transfer
information, the One-Time-Pad (OTP)4. This procedure
is secure as long as the key is truly random, it is as long
as the message and it is used only once. This is used
in environments in which the security is of the utmost
importance (some military communications, embassies
in foreign countries, etc), but the key management is
extremely challenging, typically involving human couriers
regularly delivering new keys to the relevant locations.

In summary, PKI is vulnerable from an algorithmic
perspective, particularly in light of developments in
quantum computing. The OTP is perfectly secure but is
often impractical due to the demands of delivering secret
keys. Finally, AES is believed to be secure, but its practical
security demands a reasonable frequent renewal of the
secret keys.

A third intermediate class of cryptosystems are
represented by the Advanced Encryption System (AES).
This standard was adopted in the early 2000s, when the
previous standard DES (Data Encryption Standard) was
found to be vulnerable even to consumer level hardware.
AES uses symmetric keys and a process known as key
expansion to effectively derive a larger secret from an
original shared secret key. While AES in its strongest forms
is believed to be secure against current hardware and
cryptoanalysis techniques, most highly security-sensitive
users have in place a key updating and management

Going forward, the task of securing information over
networks cannot ignore the rapid developments
in quantum technologies. In a world with quantum
computers (a.k.a post-quantum), the cryptography
ensuring data secrecy and integrity needs to be quantumsecure. There are two approaches to post-quantum
security: quantum resistant algorithms, also called PostQuantum Cryptography (PQC), and

4
Cipher printing telegraph systems for secret wire and radio telegraphic
communications. Vernam, G. S., 1926, J. Am. Inst. Electr. Eng. 45, 109–115
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Prepare-and-Measure Protocols
(BB84)

Quantum Key Distribution (QKD)5. The first is an algorithmic
approach that aims to develop cryptographic primitives
that are not vulnerable to the computational capabilities
of quantum computers; the second is a physical approach
to key distribution that is independent of advances in
cryptoanalysis, and computation capacity, whether
classical or quantum. Despite various algorithms proposed
for PQC (e.g. lattice-based cryptography, multivariate
cryptography, etc), a common difficulty they face is that
they are much more computationally intensive than the
previous non-quantum-safe methods and there is, as yet,
no agreed standard. Therefore, the key discussion in this
paper will mainly focus on the second approach – QKD.

Historically, the first QKD described was a prepareand-measure protocol. BB84 was proposed in 1984
by Bennett and Brassard6, and an early experimental
demonstration was performed in IBM’s research labs
shortly after. The BB84 steps are:
1
Alice prepares individual photons in one of
the four polarization states chosen randomly,
and sends them to Bob over the quantum
channel. Alice keeps track of all her choices
of basis and states.

Quantum Key Distribution

2
Bob makes a random choice of measurement
basis for each photon received from Alice. He
keeps track of both his choices of basis and
the measurement results.

Quantum communications broadly refers to the use of
quantum channels to perform a communication task.
Unlike classical channels, a quantum channel preserves
the full quantum state of the information being transferred
and thus enables full-fledged networking of quantum
resources. For example, if we wanted to transfer the
state of a quantum computer to a remote quantum
memory, it would need to be done through a channel
capable of maintaining the full coherent description of
the transmitted state. A more immediate application of
quantum communication is the creation and distribution
of secure keys, also called quantum cryptography or
quantum key distribution (QKD). This is by far the most
mature application of quantum technologies and, we are
now at a point where a global quantum key distribution
network is within technological reach. There is an
increased interest and investment in establishing the
foundations of future quantum networks between security
sensitive sites, or alternatively, between sites that might
hold quantum resources (quantum computers, quantum
repeaters) in the future.

3
Alice shares over the public channel her
choices of basis. Bob compares them with
his own. If they are the same, he marks the
photon as “good” and confirms that status
with Alice. All other results are discarded.

4
Alice and Bob reveal over the public channel
some of their “secret” results. If there is no
error, they now have a string of bits that are
identical and known only to them.

5
In practice, there are always some errors.
Alice and Bob estimate the error rate in
their correlated bit strings by sharing a
fraction over the public channel. Once the
quantum bit error rate is known, there is a
secure procedure (error correction & privacy
amplification) to extract a completely secure
key out of a longer, partially secure key.

There are a few different flavors of QKD, mostly
distinguished by the main resource utilized (single photons
vs entangled photons), and the underlying principle of
operation: prepare-and-measure or entanglement-based
distribution. All practical QKD protocols use photons as
the carriers of quantum information for the same reason
that EM waves are used to carry classical information.
Photons are fast, easily manipulated, and their quantum
state is largely unaffected by environmental disturbances.
Different degrees of freedom in the photon state can be
used to encode quantum information for QKD purposes:
energy-time, polarization, etc.

The details of why this protocol is secure are highly
technical, but the basic idea is that any attempt by an
eavesdropper to measure the quantum state of the
photon sent from Alice to Bob, inevitably changes it.
This change shows up as an error that will be detected
by Alice and Bob. Depending on the error rate, it will
either be privacy amplified away, or if there is too much
disturbance, the key will be rejected.
A distinguishing point of prepare-and-measure
protocols is that the source of photons must be located
at one of the sites that will ultimately use the key, that is
a trusted site. In practice, the implementation of BB84
is complicated by the technical difficulty of creating
true single photons. Because of this, most BB84-like
implementations rely on highly attenuated laser pulses,
not true single photons, and need modifications to
the protocol to fulfill the security requirements. The
modified approaches introduce significant additional
complexity compared to the original BB84 protocol.

Advances in Quantum Cryptography, S. Pirandola et al., June
2019, https://arxiv.org/abs/1906.01645

5

6
Quantum cryptography: Public key distribution and coin tossing,
C. H. Bennett and G. Brassard, In Proceedings of IEEE International
Conference on Computers, Systems and Signal Processing, volume
175, page 8. New York, 1984
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Entanglement-Based Protocols (E91)
Surprisingly, it is possible to exploit some of the most intriguing aspects of quantum mechanics
to enforce a secure distribution of keys. Since the very early days of the development of quantum
theory, it was understood that it is possible to have correlations between quantum systems that defy
a classical physics explanation. These non-classical correlations came to be known as entanglement
and they feature prominently in paradoxes meant to illustrate how quantum physics defies our intuitive
understanding of the world.

FIGURE 4:
Illustration of entanglement – Making measurement on one of the polarization-entangled
photon pairs will cause the state of the other photon to collapse to a definite state

In 1991, Artur Ekert realized that if distributing an entangled state between Alice and Bob, these
correlations could also be used for QKD7 (E91). In this case, the security of the key relied specifically
on the inability of an eavesdropper to extract information without disturbing the entanglement in
a way detectable by Alice and Bob. Technically, Alice and Bob measure an entanglement witness, a
set of measurements that can determine the degree of correlation between them. Another property,
known as monogamy of entanglement ensures that any information leakage to a third party shows up
as a reduction in the degree of correlation between Alice and Bob.

7

Quantum cryptography based on Bell’s theorem, Ekert, Artur K., August 1991, Physical Review Letters. 67 (6): 661–663.

9

FIGURE 5:
Ilustration of space-based E91 protocol

The way this gets applied in QKD is the following: photon pairs are created in a maximally entangled
state; one photon is sent to Alice and another one to Bob. Alice and Bob perform independent
measurements that, when the results are combined, measure the degree of entanglement. By
quantifying that entanglement, it is possible to strictly bound the knowledge that any external party can
have about the states that were measured by Alice and Bob. In practice the protocol is similar to what
was described for BB84, including the need for Alice and Bob to have a quantum and a classical channel
connecting them and a secure lab to perform their measurements. There are however some
important differences.

Key differences between BB84 and E91
1.
In principle, the source of entangled particles
can be in a non-secure location. It could
even be controlled by Eve8! This provides
lots of flexibility regarding the location of the
entanglement source (or sources) and the
network topology.

2.
There is no need to actively choose which
states get sent from Alice to Bob. The inherent
randomness of quantum mechanics provides
the choice.

3.
Entanglement distribution has additional
applications. Prepare-and-measure protocols
are only useful for QKD; entanglement
distribution has applications in quantum
networks, secure sensing and navigation.

4.
The technology of building entangled photon
sources is more mature than true on demand
single photon sources9.

In summary, entanglement-based protocols are the gold standard in terms of distributing secure keys and
moving toward a quantum internet. In principle, the sources of entangled photons could be controlled
by an adversary and, from an implementation point of view, it would not matter how the Bell inequalities
are actually violated – as long as the statistics of outcomes violates the inequality, then a secure key
can be established (via error correction and privacy amplification). In the most extreme case, this leads
to so-called device-independent protocols where some cryptographic devices can be purchased from
adversaries and still safely be used for key distribution. More realistically, the devices are acquired from a
trusted party, but the designers may have introduced unintentional flaws which will be detected as part of
the QKD protocol.

The ultimate physical limits of privacy, Artur Ekert & Renato Renner, 2014, Nature 507, 443–447
Invited Review Article: Single-photon sources and detectors, M. D. Eisaman, J. Fan, A. Migdall, and S. V. Polyakov, Jul 2011, Review of
Scientific Instruments v. 82, p. 071101
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GLOBAL OUTLOOK:
STATE OF THE
INDUSTRY
The rapid developments in QKD have been brought
into sharp focus by two independent but converging
evolutions. In 2016 the group of Jian Wei Pan at
the Chinese Academy of Sciences launched and
demonstrated the first quantum satellite, Micius. This
satellite was able to demonstrate quantum communication
(QKD) from a space platform, shattering previous distance
records and showing that a global quantum network was
within reach10. At the same time, the involvement of large
technology giants in the quantum computing efforts
resulted in rapid developments, culminating recently with
the achievement of quantum supremacy by the Google
team11. While quantum supremacy does not directly
threaten yet the current cryptographic algorithms, it is a
stark reminder of the pace of innovation in the quantum
technology area. Additionally, some of the institutions in
charge of securing networks for commercial and national
purposes have released documents encouraging a move
toward quantum-secure technologies12. At the institutional
level, national governments and trans-national institutions
are on record with quantum technology roadmaps and
strategy documents13.

Quantum networks, just like classical networks, rely on
light to act as carriers of information. In the classical case,
this carrier is a classical field. For quantum networks, the
information is encoded in the quantum state of light, often
in the form of photons. In classical networks, attenuation
in the transmission channel is easily dealt with by the
use of amplifiers, which makes it possible to bridge long
distances. In the quantum case, the use of amplifiers is
fundamentally not possible. At a technical level this is
traceable to the quantum no-cloning theorem which not
only plays a role in the security of the key exchange, but
also makes it impossible to simply amplify an arbitrary
quantum signal. In an intuitive sense, an amplification step
is a copy, and this process appears to the system as an
eavesdropper, thus breaking the security.
Telecom fibers have been engineered extensively in the
last decades to be extremely low loss. Even then, their
attenuation is such that practical QKD over fibers is limited
to distances of approximately 100km. Thus, to distribute
keys over long distances over a fiber network would
require a collection of shorter links connected by secure
repeating stations. The longest such linked network is
currently in China, connecting Beijing and Shanghai. Apart
from its obvious logistical challenges, such a network is
not practical for links that are bridged with underwater
cables or where a fiber infrastructure is not readily
available. For truly global QKD distribution, we need free
space transmission from a space platform.

Global Quantum Networks

A network where each link has the ability to transfer
quantum states coherently and each node is able to
process the quantum states, is known as a quantum
network. Eventually, such a network will be the base of
a quantum internet and will be necessary to connect
quantum computing resources for distributed processing,
blind computation, etc. QKD is the simplest application of
a quantum networks and provides a natural steppingstone
to the deployment of the full quantum internet.

10
Real-world intercontinental quantum communications enabled by the Micius satellite, January 2018, https://phys.org/news/2018-01-realworld-intercontinental-quantum-enabled-micius.html
11

“Why Google’s Quantum Supremacy Milestone Matters”, Scott Aaronson, opinion piece, New York Times, 30th October 2019.

Status Report on the First Round of the NIST Post-Quantum Cryptography Standardization Process, NISTIR 8240, January 2019, https://
csrc.nist.gov/publications/detail/nistir/8240/final
12

13
Focus on Quantum Science and Technology Initiatives Around the World, https://iopscience.iop.org/journal/2058-9565/page/Focus_on_
quantum_science_and_technology_initiatives_around_the_world, February 2019
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Terrestrial QKD

Implementation of QKD in a terrestrial environment,
typically over telecommunications fiber, is well past the
demonstration stage. There is now a rapidly growing
ecosystem of companies providing fiber-based QKD
that are ready to deploy and largely compatible with
existing telecom networks.
The Swiss company IDQuantique, originally a spin-off
from the University of Geneva, and now an international
company with large investments by SK Telecom, is
possibly the best known QKD provider, with a welldeveloped product line. Other players in the terrestrial
QKD landscape include well-known companies such
as Toshiba, and a large number of smaller companies
distributed across the globe. A non-comprehensive list
includes Quintessence Labs (Australia), Qubitekk (US),
QuantumXchange (US), QeyNet (Canada), S-Fifteen
Instruments (Singapore), InfiniQuant (Germany),
Kets Quantum Security (UK), QuantLR (Israel), Qurate
(Russia), QuantumCTek (China).

Space Based QKD

Initial ideas about space-based QKD were developed
in the early and mid 2000s by Richard Hughes and
Jane Nordholt at LANL and followed by a number
of feasibility studies in Europe and Asia. In 2016,
the Chinese satellite Micius was launched and was
able to demonstrate QKD from space to ground. In
the same rough time frame, groups from two other
Asian countries, Singapore and Japan, were able to
demonstrate QKD-relevant payloads in space.
In Singapore, an academic group at the Centre for
Quantum Technologies, focused on developing a
miniaturized quantum payload that was appropriate
for deployment in a CubeSat14, a very small and
comparatively cheap space platform. In 2014, their
first satellite carrying their quantum payload was
ready and loaded onto the Antares rocket, which
dramatically exploded on launch. This failure had a
silver lining when the payload was serendipitously
recovered, and found to be still working to spec15.
A successful deployment of a pair source followed
in 2015 on the Galassia satellite, and in 2019 a
polarization entangled photon pair source on a 3U
CubeSat was successfully launched and operated.
The Chinese satellite Micius16 was launched in 2016,
weighing 630Kgr, and operating in a LEO orbit. On
board it has several quantum payloads allowing
for a variety of experiments related to quantum
communications. These include a weak coherent
pulse source for decoy state-BB84 (a flavor of
prepare-and-measure QKD); a source of entangled

The CubeSat standard describes a very small satellite
with a volume that is a multiple of a basic unit (U) of
10cmx10cmx11.35cm.
14

15
The photon pair source that survived a rocket explosion, Tang
et al., Scientific Reports 6, 25604 (2016).

Chinese satellite is one giant step for the quantum internet,
Elizabeth Gibney, Nature News 535, 478, July 2016, https://www.
nature.com/news/chinese-satellite-is-one-giant-step-for-thequantum-internet-1.20329

16
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pairs, which allows for entanglement distribution
and entanglement-based QKD, and a variety of
diagnostic and measurement equipment. Over
a series of experiments, Micius was able to
demonstrate intercontinental QKD based on a
prepare-and-measure protocol, and entanglementbased QKD between two sites in China.
In Japan, the SOTA17 payload on the SOCRATES
satellite together with a quantum analyzer
integrated into an optical ground station, was
used to demonstrate aspects of a simplified
QKD protocol in August 2016. The SOTA payload
was 6Kgr and was part of the larger SOCRATES
satellite, which was just under 50Kgr and operated
on a LEO orbit.

Interestingly, the maturation of quantum
communications technologies is coincident with
the emergence of the New Space ecosystem,
and the increased interest in deployment of laser
communications from space platforms. Given
that QKD largely relies on the same technological
underpinnings as optical communications, this
is an ideal environment for the development of
a space-based quantum infrastructure that can
support global quantum networks. This realization
is the thrust behind several of the announced
QKD-in-space initiatives, and the emergence of
companies that specialize in bringing quantum
technology into space.

Key B
Key A

Ground
Station B

Ground
Station A

Satellite RF Comms
Not Secure

Satellite Optical
(Laser) Comms

Trusted Node QKD

LESS SECURE

Double Downlink
Untrusted Node QKD

MORE SECURE

FIGURE 6:
Security scale of QKD vs RF and optical

Some initiatives worth highlighting:

1
The group behind the Micius
satellite has announced plans
for launch of several satellites
in LEO and GEO orbits, as
well as the development of
portable, fast-deployment
ground stations. This will
move the technology from
demonstration level to
production for global delivery
of quantum-secure keys.

2

3

The European Space
Agency is launching a
quantum effort within
the SAGA (Security
And cryptoGrAphic)
mission. This will
involve quantum
communications from
satellites with panEuropean reach.

QubeSat: a joint project
between Singapore
and UK will perform
entanglement-based
QKD from a CubeSat
platform, with ground
stations in the UK and
Singapore.

4
QeySat, a project from
the Canadian Space
Agency will perform
QKD from ground to a
satellite platform.

17
QKD from a micro-satellite: the SOTA experience, Carrasco-Casado et al, SPIE Scientific Sensing and Imaging 10660, May 2018,
https://doi.org/10.1117/12.2309624
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Currently there are only a handful of companies that have a space+quantum focus:

CAS Quantumnet

SpeQtral

QeyNet

ArQit

Chinese company
originating from the
Chinese Academy of
Sciences Micius team.
Focused on spacebased QKD.

A spinoff from the
Centre for Quantum
Technologies in
Singapore, from the
group that demonstrated
an entanglement source
in a CubeSat.

A spinoff from the
Institute of Quantum
Computing in Waterloo,
Canada. Focused on
ground to satellite QKD.

A UK based startup
focused on global QKD.

Quantum Technologies
in the New Space Era
“New Space” is the term used for a recent
generation of companies created in the last decade
that are challenging the traditional approach to
designing, fabricating and launching satellite
technologies. Unlike traditional players, which take
around a decade to launch and have budgets on
the order of hundreds of millions of dollars, these
companies are fast and agile, whole projects can be
launched in a few years and the budgets are at least
an order of magnitude smaller.
SpeQtral falls squarely in this new space paradigm.
Its quantum payloads fit in a CubeSat and have
taken just a few years to launch from conception to
deployment and full operations. On the quantum
side, it has ruggedized and miniaturized what is
arguably the most complex element of a quantum
communications system, the entanglement source.
This process of fitting all the core elements in
the CubeSat form factor will become particularly
relevant as constellations of quantum satellites are
deployed for truly global and persistent distribution
of secure keys.

14

INDUSTRIAL IMPLICATIONS
AND USE CASES
High Level Use Cases

High security:
Banks and other
financial institutions

Ultimate security:
Military, critical infrastructure

Governments and some companies have
some niche needs that have no ceiling
regarding an acceptable level of security;
scenarios where the cost of failure is so
large that large investments in marginal
security improvements are warranted.
Examples could be high risk military
communications, embassy and intergovernment secure links, or some aspects
of securing critical infrastructure, such
as nuclear power plants. Some of these
security needs are currently handled via
couriers that routinely update shared
secret keys. The need for couriers and
the security risks associated with their
use would be bypassed with the use of a
global QKD network.

Larger and larger fractions of our financial
system are handled entirely over networks,
providing an initial clear reason for ensuring
the security of those networks. More
subtly, the raise of cryptocurrencies and
the associated blockchain technology has
highlighted the role of cryptography and
cryptographic security in safeguarding
and authenticating financial transactions.
Banks and other financial institutions rely
on clear security policies that establish how
symmetric keys are to be shared, how much
data they can encode and how long they
can be kept. Ultimately, the security of the
whole system relies on the secret distribution
of keys on a constant basis. QKD provides
a solution to this that is independent of
advances in cryptoanalysis and computing
power, whether quantum or classical.

Regular security:
PQC + QKD

For non-critical applications, it is expected that key distribution will still depend on an algorithmic
procedure to distribute keys. Much like the current standard is to use public key encryption to distribute
fresh key material, there will be a transition to algorithms that are believed to be quantum safe and
are sufficiently performant to be widely implemented. Ideally there will be a tiered implementation
that accepts QKD keys when available and can transparently drop security levels as acceptable by the
application on hand. The design of such a system as well as the selection of appropriate quantum-safe
cryptography is currently undergoing rapid development. In particular NIST is actively soliciting proposals
and evaluating candidate algorithms for deployment in a post-quantum world18.

Status Report on the First Round of the NIST Post-Quantum Cryptography Standardization Process, NIST, Jan 2019, https://csrc.nist.gov/
publications/detail/nistir/8240/final
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TECHNOLOGY
IMPLICATIONS
Completely changing the underlying
protocols that encrypt and authenticate our
networks is an extremely complex and timeconsuming task19. It is estimated that the full
transition process takes close to 10 years and
might be impossible with legacy hardware.
This implies that our security needs have to
be evaluated not against the current state of
technology, but against what the estimated
state will be with a minimum look ahead time
frame of 10 years. When also considering
that some information must remain secure
for a long period of time, say 20 years, we are
looking at planning a cryptography system
that can withstand attacks with technology
that is 30 years in the future. It is in this
extremely challenging context that security
solutions need to be evaluated.

COMMERCIAL
IMPLICATIONS
Since all the commercial companies which currently
rely on algorithmic public key will sooner or later
adopt PQC and QKD, the new form of collaboration
between QKD providers and end users should be
highly customizable and scalable, depending on the
actual demand of key renewal frequency, the length
of the keys, as well as the distance between points
of communication. For high-value companies or
government agencies, they may invest in their own
QKD-enabled ground stations, to receive photons
from commercial QKD satellites; for small-to-medium
companies, they may establish quantum-secured
channels with the nearest commercial ground
stations via fiber. These hybrid space-terrestrial
quantum networks, as well as dual-use optical
communications+quantum ground stations are
currently being developed by SpeQtral and other
companies in the QKD ecosystem.

Quantum Safe Cryptography and Security: An introduction, benefits, enablers and challenges, ETSI White Paper No. 8, June 2015, ISBN
No. 979-10-92620-03-0; Implementation Security of Quantum Cryptography: Introduction, challenges, solutions, July 2018, ISBN No. 97910-92620-21-4.
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CONCLUSION
Increased reliance on cryptographic methods for securing
information combined with the rapid pace of development
in quantum technologies is highlighting the need to
prepare our networks for a post-quantum world. There
will be a point at which a practical quantum computer
will able to break the security of our current encryption
methods, and if by then our basic security infrastructure
has not already shifted to a quantum-secure form, it will
be too late. The time to look at options for a quantumsafe architecture is at a minimum 10 years ahead of the
expected need date.
Quantum Key Distribution provides a quantum-safe
mechanism for key delivery that is independent of
advances in cryptoanalysis and computing capabilities,
whether classical or quantum and is thus not dependent
on algorithmic security.
A complex ecosystem of companies that address postquantum security is emerging and developing rapidly.
The constraints that restricted the applicability of QKD
over long distances are being overcome with the recent
demonstrations of intercontinental QKD based on space
platforms. The combination of the quantum engineering
aspects with advances in small satellites and space based
optical communications are expected to produce a global
quantum network, with applications in security, sensing
and eventually, computing.
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